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   G O V E R N M E N TA L I T Y   

   T
he term “governmentality” makes its appearance relatively late in 

Foucault’s career. It does not appear in any of his published work but is instead 

central to two series of lectures he gave at the Collège de France from 1977 to 

1979. These two lecture series, “Security, Territory, Population” and “The Birth of 

Biopolitics,” are centered on a historical development of the idea of governmentality 

from its predecessors in the Christian pastoral to its contemporary practice of neo-

liberal governmentality. 

   Foucault offers a dei nition of governmentality in his lecture of February 1, 

1978. This dei nition has three elements, each of which needs to be unpacked in 

order to understand why he coins this, in his terms, “ugly word” (ECF-STP, 115): 

“First, by governmentality I understand the ensemble formed by institutions, pro-

cedures, analyses and rel ections, calculations, and tactics that allow the exercise 

of this very specii c, albeit very complex, power   that has the population as its tar-

get, political economy as its major form of knowledge, and apparatuses of security 

as its essential technological instrument” (ECF-STP, 108). This i rst characteristic 

marks the idea that governmentality is not simply a matter of what is usually called 

government. Governmentality is not just whatever it is that governments do. In 

fact, as Foucault remarks later in this lecture series, “the emergence of the state   as 

a fundamental political issue can in fact be situated within a more general history 

of governmentality. . . . [T]he state is an episode in governmentality” (ECF-STP, 

247–248). 

 If governmentality is not simply a matter of governing institution  s, then what 

is it? As Foucault notes, it is an ensemble, a coming together or emergence of a set 

of practice  s that come to occur largely through the institutions of the state  . These 

practices have as their object populations, which are to be mobilized and understood. 

This understanding, and the uses to which it can be put in mobilizing populations, 

is had through political economy. (Here, of course, we see a traditional theme of 
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Foucault’s at work: the intertwining of knowledge   and power.) Finally, this object 

and this knowledge are realized largely through the apparatus of security.   

   Turning to the next element of governmentality, Foucault says,  

  Second, by “governmentality” I understand the tendency, line of force, that 

for a long time, and throughout the West, has constantly led towards the pre-

eminence over all other types of power – sovereignty, discipline, and so on – of 

the type of power that we can call “government” and which has led to the 

development of a series of specii c governmental apparatuses ( appareils ) on the 

one hand, [and, on the other] to the development of a series of knowledges 

( savoirs ). (ECF-STP, 108)  

 The particular interest of this passage lies in the i rst part, where Foucault posits 

a preeminence of governmentality over sovereignty   and discipline. It is not surpris-

ing that Foucault privileges governmentality over sovereignty. Over the course of his 

career, Foucault often challenges the traditional privileging of centralized forms of 

power in favor of power   that arises from below, beneath the level usually analyzed in 

political theory. Because of this, the privileging of governmentality over discipline 

might be unexpected. In fact, as Foucault argues later in this lecture series, discipline 

can best be understood as a historical form of the exercise of governmentality. This 

form, Foucault argues in  The Birth of Biopolitics , is partially displaced by the rise of 

neoliberal   governmentality, a point to which we will return.   

   The third element of governmentality Foucault addresses is its historical emer-

gence: “Finally, by ‘governmentality’ I think we should understand the process, or 

rather, the result of the process by which the state of justice of the Middle Ages 

became the administrative state in the i fteenth and sixteenth centuries and was 

gradually ‘governmentalized’” (ECF-STP, 108–109). This third element returns us 

to a familiar theme of Foucault’s. Governmentality is the result of a historical pro-

cess, one that is contingent and has diverse origins. Although the story Foucault tells 

of the emergence of governmentality in this lecture series is more unii ed than, say, 

the emergence of discipline recounted in  Discipline and Punish , Foucault is at pains to 

emphasize that there are a multiplicity of sources for the appearance of governmen-

tality. It is not a unii ed entity but instead a way power has come to be practiced in 

the West that emerges through an intersection of distinct practices  . 

 Over the course of the two lecture series in which Foucault discusses govern-

mentality, there seem to be four stages of governmental reason, or, more accurately, 

three stages and a prestage. The prestage is that of the Christian pastorate, followed 

by the rise of governmentality proper, liberal governmentality, and, more recently, 

neoliberalism. According to Foucault, “The modern state is born, I think, when gov-

ernmentality became a calculated and rel ected practice. The Christian pastorate 

seems to me to be the background of this process” (ECF-STP, 165). The model 
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for the pastorate is that of the shepherd and his l ock. The shepherd tends to his 

l ock, seeking the salvation of each of its members. This tending is, in contrast to 

the forms of governmentality that arise later, for the sake of the shepherded. But, as 

with governmentality, it is a matter of directing and looking after those for whom 

the shepherd has responsibility. Moreover, as Foucault argues in his Tanner Lecture 

on Human Values, that responsibility involves a form of individualizing attention 

that will become a dominant political theme in Western history. In contrast to the 

political structure of, for instance, the ancient Greek city-state, pastoral power is 

more personal. The shepherd’s responsibility extends to each member of the l ock; 

conversely, each of the members owes a personal obedience to the shepherd. And at 

stake in these relationships is not merely the operation of the polis; it is the souls 

of both shepherd and l ock. We can see in this operation the seeds of later con-

cerns with discipline   and the formation of the subject. In describing this prestage of 

governmentality, Foucault suggests that the elements of subjectii cation that have 

appeared in the works preceding these lecture series have their seeds in far earlier 

arrangements of power than is treated in those works. 

 Foucault summarizes this particular form of politics by showing its continuity 

with modern governmentality:

  Christian pastorship has introduced a game that neither the Greeks nor the 

Hebrews imagined. A strange game whose elements are life, death, truth, obe-

dience, individuals, self-identity – a game which seems to have nothing to do 

with the game of the city surviving through the sacrii ce of its citizens. Our 

societies proved to be really demonic since they happened to combine those 

two games – the city-citizen game and the shepherd-l ock game – in what we 

call the modern states. (EEW3, 311)  

 The question then becomes, how are these themes taken up in the emergence of 

modern governmentality and the state? 

 It is in the sixteenth century that the concern with conducting the affairs of 

men and women outside the authority of the church arises. The foundation of eccle-

siastical authority is the underlying assumption that people have a particular nature  , 

given to them by God, and that the role of governing them is that of ensuring that 

nature conforms to Christian requirements. With the Renaissance, and later the 

Reformation, the unitary assumption behind this form of operation (which is a con-

tinuation of the Christian pastoral) goes into eclipse. Political authority, rather than 

being rooted in God, must now i nd its own rationale, and in two senses. It must 

i nd its forms of justii cation, and it must i nd its methods of operation. These two 

senses come together with the emergence of and debates around  raison d’État . It 

is unsurprising that Machiavelli  ’s writings are at the center of this emergence and 

debate. It is not that everyone followed his views but rather that they formed the 
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touchstone for the question of how to conceive the role of governing others, and 

with it the character of the state. Central to this discussion, however, is the idea that 

a state has to preserve itself and that practices of government are dedicated to that 

preservation. 

 Over the course of the next hundred years, the i rst phase of governmentality 

emerges, in both practice   and theory. Central to this phase is the project of the mobi-

lization of the forces of the polity, the forces that make it up. (These forces will later, 

with the development of biopolitical techniques, have the name of  population .) In this 

mobilization, Foucault traces what he calls “two great assemblages . . . a military-dip-

lomatic apparatus, on the one hand, and the apparatus of the police, in the sense the 

word had at the time, on the other” (ECF-STP, 296). The goal of these assemblages 

was to harness the powers over the governed in order to maximize the health and 

growth of the polity while at the same time retaining its unitary character. 

   The role of the military was to preserve the tenuous equilibrium between states 

that was emerging alongside the development of the states themselves in Europe. 

The police, by contrast, had a number of different roles. It was concerned with the 

size and health of the population as well as the proper development and circulation 

of goods. Its goal was the proper development and sustenance of the nation’s forces. 

Instead of the police as we know it – the internal force of violence maintaining social 

order – the rise of the police in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had a much 

larger purview. According to Foucault, “Generally speaking, what the police has to 

govern, its fundamental object, is all of the forms of, let’s say, men’s coexistence with 

each other” (ECF-STP, 326). 

 Over the course of the eighteenth century, this model of the police and its func-

tions changes. With the rise of early capitalism and of the economic thinking that 

accompanied it, it was no longer taken for granted that the internal development of a 

nation’s forces should be the focus of police intervention. Instead, the market should 

be allowed a freer reign to develop the strength of a nation’s forces. For instance, 

free trade rather than state intervention to promote exportation over importation 

was said to lead to a healthier state of a national economy.   This thinking and prac-

tice   gives rise to what has become known as liberalism. One should emphasize here 

that liberalism is not simply a matter of the state leaving   individuals alone but rather 

of a change in how policing is to operate. Rather than actively inserting itself into 

the economic mechanisms of society, the police instead become responsible for the 

security of the population, especially the protection of the natural operation of the 

capitalist market.   

 The liberalism of the later eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is not, for 

Foucault, simply a matter of laissez-faire. Rather, it involves a different type of gov-

ernmentality. This governmentality is predicated on two concepts: the naturalness 

of market mechanisms (derived from Adam Smith and others) and the necessity of 

particular kinds of freedoms. It is the latter that prompts Foucault to give the name 
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 liberalism  to this type of governmentality. He emphasizes that liberal governmental-

ity is not simply hands-off.   The freedom promoted by liberalism is not just any kind 

of freedom. It is instead a matter of particular types of freedom that must be devel-

oped and sustained in order to support the “naturalness” of market mechanisms. 

“Liberalism, as I understand it, the liberalism we can describe as the art of govern-

ment formed in the eighteenth century, entails at its heart a productive/destructive 

relationship [with] freedom. . . . Liberalism must produce freedom, but this very act 

entails the establishment of limitations, controls, forms of coercion, and obligations 

relying on threats, etcetera” (ECF-BBIO, 64). 

 Liberal governmentality has three aspects, each of which was dedicated to the 

creation and nourishment of a proper relationship of individuals to one another in 

the context of a capitalist market. The i rst is security in the face of danger. Freedom 

implies danger, and the nineteenth century was i lled with various dangers that had 

to be recognized and, to the extent possible, contained through governmental inter-

vention. Some of these Foucault has addressed elsewhere: degenerative forms of 

sexuality  , the proliferation of disease, and so on.   The second aspect of liberal gov-

ernmentality involves control   and coercion. It is discipline, in the particular and 

famous sense that Foucault has given it. Mechanisms of discipline mold people into 

the kinds of individuals consonant with a society of the market and capitalist rela-

tionships. Of course, these two aspects of governmentality work hand in hand. The 

constant threat of various dangers can be alleviated, or at least contained, through 

the development of disciplinary forces. Danger justii es discipline, and conversely, 

discipline alleviates danger.   

 Finally, liberal governmentality requires the management of crises that period-

ically beset a society characterized by freedom and market relationships. Foucault 

cites several of these, but perhaps the most important is the New Deal, an attempt 

to sustain freedom through overwhelming governmental intervention and control  . 

It is precisely these forms of management that are seen by neoliberals after World 

War II to be the source of the ills for which liberalism is supposed to be the cure. In 

Foucault’s words:

  All of those mechanisms which since the years from 1925 to 1930 have tried 

to offer economic and political formulae to secure states against communism, 

socialism, National Socialism, and fascism, all these mechanisms and guar-

antees of freedom which have been implemented in order to produce this 

additional freedom, have taken the form of economic interventions, that is to 

say, shackling economic practice, or anyway, of coercive interventions in the 

domain of economic practice  . (ECF-BBIO, 69)  

 In the wake of World War II, and particularly the experience of Nazism, liberal gov-

ernmentality will be criticized, i rst by the German and Austrian ordoliberals, then 
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by American neoliberals, in favor of a governmentality that operates very differently 

from that of traditional liberalism.   

   Ordoliberalism, whose most famous representative is probably Friedrich von 

Hayek, is seen by Foucault against the background of state   power   exemplii ed by 

Nazism. For the ordoliberals, Nazism is not a historical aberration; it is a lesson 

in the dangers of concentrating power in the state. States seek to accrete power, 

whether through Nazism, fascism, socialism, or even New Deal liberalism. The end 

of this accretion will be some form of state dominance over the lives of people, 

undermining their freedom. In order to forestall this, the state must be prevented 

from gaining so much power. A free market is the key route to doing so.   

 The building of a free market, however, is not simply a matter of less govern-

ment but instead of a different kind of governmentality, one that does not  allow  a 

free market to develop naturally but instead intervenes politically  for the sake  of a 

market. There is no assumption of the naturalness of a market, as there was in ear-

lier liberalism (although, as we saw, this naturalness did not preclude governmental 

intervention). Foucault states: “Government . . . has to intervene on society as such, 

in its fabric and depth. Basically, it has to intervene on society so that competitive 

mechanisms can play a regulatory role at every moment and every point in society 

and by intervening in this way its objective will become possible, that is to say, a gen-

eral regulation of society by the market” (ECF-BBIO, 145). Governmentality, then, 

is not divorced from a liberal economy; it is instead intimately bound to it. 

 This bond is not, of course, merely a matter of more government. That would 

run directly counter to the concerns over state dominance expressed by the ordolib-

erals. Instead, it is a matter of a different style of governmentality, one that focuses 

on people not in their roles as citizens or individuals but in their role as participants 

in a market economy. This role comes to prominence slightly later in the rise of 

American neoliberalism in the i gure of  homo oeconomicus . For  homo oeconomicus , the 

goal of living is that of making the proper investments with the best return.   Such 

investments are not merely economic but concern the whole of one’s life. For exam-

ples of this, Foucault turns to the thought of Gary Becker, for whom decisions about 

marriage, children, schooling, and all other aspects of one’s life could be understood 

in terms of various investments made with the hope of maximizing different yields.   

 In a striking analysis, Foucault discusses Becker’s view on punishment in con-

trast to Foucault’s own analysis of discipline in  Discipline and Punish , published several 

years before this lecture series. The operation of penal policy, according to Becker, 

should not be one of intervening on particular individuals in order to create docile 

bodies. Instead it should be to set up negative externalities to crime that make it a 

bad investment for criminals. These negative externalities – for example, prisons – 

however, are themselves expensive. So a society has to balance its investments in the 

creation of negative externalities with the cost of those externalities in order to come 

up with the most efi cient system for deterrence of crime. This kind of approach is 
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far different from that of discipline  , which seeks instead to ensure compliance by 

means of individual intervention on particular bodies. As Foucault comments,  

  [W]hat appears on the horizon of this kind of analysis is not at all the ideal or 

project of an exhaustively disciplinary society. . . . [W]e see instead the image, 

idea, or theme program of a society in which there is an optimization of systems 

of difference  , in which the i eld is left open to l uctuating processes, in which 

minority individuals and practice  s are tolerated, in which action is brought to 

bear on the rules of the game rather than on the players, and i nally in which 

there is an environmental type of intervention instead of the internal subjuga-

tion of individuals. (ECF-BBIO, 259–260)  

 What is at issue in neoliberal governmentality, then, is not merely the gov-

ernment or the state   but instead a type of governmentality, a set of practices that, 

while associated in many ways with the state, is instead a style of governing rather 

than simply a set of institutions. By focusing on governmentality, Foucault is able 

to answer some of the critics of his work that charge him with a failure to address 

larger macro-political issues without lapsing into the juridical model of power   that 

he criticized in his genealogical writings.   

    Todd   May     
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